
BY LARRY KAHM 

THIS article describes several of the features and functions
of IBM’s Fault Analyzer for z/OS and OS/390. It

provides some product background as well as an overview of
how the product works. I have also included a brief discussion
of aspects pertinent to systems programmers and application
programmers. Lastly, I have provided several examples that
you can use to maximize your use of the product.

Some of the information presented in this article is derived
from a forthcoming IBM Redbook: Introduction to the IBM
Problem Determination Tools, SG24-4624. This book will
be available for purchase through the IBM Publications
Center (www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/applications/
publications/cgibin/pbi.cgi).

PRODUCT BACKGROUND

IBM first introduced Fault Analyzer for OS/390 V1R1 in
August 2000. At the time, the Announcement Letter (200-246)
declared that the product “offers the programmer the infor-
mation required to help determine the cause of failure while
further providing assistance in how to resolve the problem.”
At last, IBM had built an automated interface to help application
programmers read application dumps!

During the first year of the product’s existence, IBM issued
several program temporary fixes (PTFs) and enhancements.
These included:

● eliminating the requirement of a SYSABEND,
SYSUDUMP or SYSMDUMP statement in the JCL

● adding various user exits
● converting the fault history file from VSAM to PDS/E

(or PDS) and providing a utility program to maintain it

IBM based some of these modifications on customer
requests. However, other changes were designed to allow
the product to compete more effectively with other prod-

ucts that had been in the marketplace for several years
(e.g., Compuware’s Abend-AID and Computer Associates’
CA-SymDump).

IBM announced Version 2.1 in May 2001 (Announcement
Letter 201-164), this time sporting a new name, IBM Fault
Analyzer for z/OS and OS/390. This version became available
in August 2001 and replaced the previous version. As you can
tell from the name, the product runs under both OS/390
(Version 2 Release 6 or later) and z/OS (Version 1 or later).

Fault Analyzer supports applications written in the languages
and run in the following environments:

● COBOL
● PL/I
● Assembler
● C/C++
● Language Environment (LE)
● CICS
● DB2
● IMS
● MQSeries
● UNIX System Services

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

The appropriate system exit invokes Fault Analyzer when-
ever a batch or CICS application program abends. The latest
release also supports CICS subsystem abends. Information
obtained at the time of the abend is reviewed against the
product’s settings, analyzed, processed, and if valid, filtered
into a fault history file. The fault history file is a PDS/E (or
PDS) that contains one member for each abend that Fault
Analyzer writes. The member contains the analysis report and
a “minidump,” which contains the pages of virtual storage that
were referenced during the preliminary analysis.

IBM’s Fault Analyzer Makes
Abend Detection a Snap

I BM’s Fault Analyzer lets application programmers find errors quickly and easily. It provides
them with message and code descriptions to fully explain the errors that were detected. It

gives systems programmers a tool for retaining application dumps with the ability to clean up the
fault history file on a regular basis. Fault Analyzer is an attractive potential alternative to other
vendor products because it supports core mainframe languages and runs in several key environments.
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While a complete discussion of all of the
aspects of the product are best left to the
Fault Analyzer User’s Guide and Reference,
SC27-1363, I will review some key features
for both application programmers and sys-
tems programmers.

One of Fault Analyzer’s most powerful
features is its ability to use the application
program’s compiler listing to identify the
source statement of the line that caused the
abend. In order to do this, Fault Analyzer
requires either the compiler listing or (what
IBM calls) a “side file.” The side file is
merely an extract of the compiler listing that
contains the essential information needed
by Fault Analyzer. You can create a side file
during the standard program compile
process and store it for later use.
Alternatively, you can re-create a side file
from stored compiler listings on an “as
needed” basis. An example follows later in
this article.

Another powerful feature is the ability to
provide message and abend code descrip-
tions of the errors that the system detected.
Fault Analyzer is able to do this because it
ships with a subset of softcopy IBM
BookRead publications. The descriptions
appear in the appropriate places in the
analysis reports. During an interactive
session, you can display additional infor-
mation merely by pressing the Enter key on
a message ID.

Both of these features come into play
when an abend is re-analyzed. An applica-
tion programmer can perform this process
either in foreground or batch mode (a
description follows later in this article).
Because there is no “overhead” for this
product (aside from the DASD used for the
fault history file and side files), it is equally
suited for use in a production, quality assur-
ance or development environment.

WHAT IS IN IT FOR SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMERS?

Fault Analyzer includes a wide variety
of product options and several user exits,
which can be customized using various
programming languages. Together, these
options and features should provide
enough flexibility to meet almost any
site’s requirements.

The product’s installation guide (Program
Directory for IBM Fault Analyzer for z/OS
and OS/390, GI10-8419) describes the stan-
dard set of SMP/E installation instructions.

However, the User’s Guide and Reference
contains additional information, in the form
of a checklist, to ensure that you install the
product correctly. IBM based most of the
information contained in that chapter on
customer feedback.

When you install the product, be sure to
review the reasons for choosing either the
LE abnormal termination exit or the MVS
pre-dump exit, depending on your site’s
specific configuration. You should also
pay attention to all of the essential steps
required to enable Fault Analyzer in
CICS, as well as the set up of the CICS
global user exit.

PRODUCT OPTIONS FILE
LOCATION

The installation-wide product options are
contained in a member called IDICNF00.
Some of the options that are available for
customization include the ability to:

● include or exclude certain types of jobs
from analysis

● suppress non-critical SYSLOG messages
● point to data sets that the product

should use for input and output,
including the data sets that contain
REXX user exits

Figure 1 shows a sample of a configura-
tion member that we developed during our
IBM Redbook residency. See the sidebar
“Where Do Those IBM Redbooks Come
From?” In this example, the EXCLUDE
statement ensures that no TSO user
address space abends are saved in the fault
history file. The DATASETS statement
identifies the names of the product’s key
data sets. (Later I will describe how appli-
cation programmers can override some of
these statements by using their own
Options file.)

A key post-APPLY task determines the
location of the product’s installation defaults.
Because IBM originally built Fault
Analyzer in a lab environment, where
everyone had a great deal of unrestricted
access, the default location for the options
member was SYS1.PARMLIB. Of course,
liberal access policies are not usually the
case at IBM customer sites. Therefore, if a
site does not allow READ access to
SYS1.PARMLIB, there is an SMP/E user
modification (included in the product’s
sample data set) that allows you to identify

an alternative data set as the location of the
product’s default settings.

CODING USER EXITS

Another consideration is the use and lan-
guage of the user exits. These provide a
great deal of flexibility for customizing
Fault Analyzer’s behavior at a site. You can
write user exits in the following languages:

● REXX
● Assembler
● C/C++
● COBOL
● PL/I

You can invoke the following six types of
user exits during specific phases of Fault
Analyzer’s operation:

1. Analysis Control — allows you to
examine and override some of the
product’s settings, particularly the
data set names used during phases of
the analysis

2. Compiler Listing Read — can be
used to obtain source code from
alternate files at the time of the abend

3. Batch Report Tailoring — allows
you to alter the amount of detail in an
analysis report

4. Message and Abend Code
Explanation — allows you to process
your site’s application-specific error
messages and codes

5. End Processing — allows you to
control duplicate fault determination
and history file updates, including
system dump suppression

6. Notification — allows you to send
additional site-specific messages via
TSO or SMTP

How you use these user exits is entirely
up to your site’s requirements and to your
imagination. During our Redbook resi-
dency, we developed two unique REXX
routines. In one case, we directed abends
to specific fault history files based on
information contained in the batch job.
In another, we activated the IBM
Communication Server product on our
system so we could send an SMTP mes-
sage to our Lotus Notes IDs whenever a
specific batch job abended. The complete
source code for these user exits will
appear in the IBM Redbook.
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COMPILER LISTING REQUIREMENTS

In addition, as with all abend detection
program products, there are required com-
pile-time options. For COBOL application
programs, these include the following:

● LIST
● NOOFFSET
● MAP
● SOURCE
● XREF

Finally, each site needs to determine how to
modify any existing change management
processing with respect to stored compiler
listings plus how to handle the creation and
storage of side files.

WHAT IS IN IT FOR APPLICATION
PROGRAMMERS?

After you install Fault Analyzer, it is like
any other ISPF-based program product. To
access it, all you have to do is select an ISPF
option. All of the product’s functions are
available from the main display. Figure 2
shows a sample.

The right-hand side of the panel lists all
of the line commands that are applicable
to a fault entry. You can pull down all of
the processing options from the Options
menu selection. To view their application
program’s abend, application programmers
need to know only a few of the product’s
specific functions. These include:

● Batch vs. Interactive re-analysis
● Options file

RE-ANALYSIS

When Fault Analyzer initially detects
an abend in an application program, it
will search for the program’s side file,
and failing that, the complier listing. If it
does not find either, it cannot perform a
complete analysis, but it can write the
fault, along with a minidump, to the fault
history file.

Application programmers can then
perform a re-analysis of the abend and
provide the appropriate side file or com-
piler listing so that the specific source
line that is in error can be located. You
can do this interactively (i.e., in the fore-
ground), where you display the results of
the re-analysis via menu selections.

Alternatively, you can submit a batch job
and review the complete report in the
job’s SYSPRINT. You can submit batch
re-analysis jobs even for CICS applica-
tion program abends.

OPTIONS FILE

I have described how systems program-
mers could customize Fault Analyzer via
the product’s Option file. However, this is
merely one location for providing instruc-
tions to Fault Analyzer. A hierarchy of
locations exists from which the product
obtains its settings. These range from
SYS1.PARMLIB (or its defined alternate)
to a parameter included in the batch JCL.
Application programmers will probably
use the Options data set. This allows them

the freedom to manipulate the re-analysis
of each of their abends with a greater
degree of flexibility.

Three useful statements in an options
file are: DATASETS, IDILANGX and
IDILCOB. The format of a sample is
shown below.

DATASETS(IDILANGX(tsouser.FA2.SIDEFILE)
IDILCOB(tsouser.FA2.LISTINGS))

DATASETS tells Fault Analyzer the name
of the data sets that you plan to use or over-
ride. IDILANGX instructs Fault Analyzer
which side file data set name to use during
a re-analysis in order to obtain the pro-
gram’s source instructions. IDILCOB lets
Fault Analyzer know where to find the
COBOL compiler listing if the program
name is not found in the side file data set.
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/*— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — */
/* IBM Fault Analyzer configuration settings                    */
/*                                                            */
/* Sample member IDICNF00                                 */
/*                                                            */
/* Sample PARMLIB configuration                                  */
/*— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — */

EXCLUDE(TYPE(TSU))             /* Exclude TSO users            */
/* EXCLUDE(TYPE(STC)) */      /* Exclude started tasks          */

DATASETS(
IDIDOC  (IDI.SIDIDOC1)      /* Book indexes and overrides      */
IDIBOOKS(IDI.SIDIBOOK)     /* Softcopy books                  */
IDICACHE(IDI.CACHE)         /* Softcopy book cache data set name */
IDIHIST (IDI.HIST)          /* Fault History file default name  */
IDIEXEC (IDI.REXX)         /* Fault Analyzer REXX users exits */
)

/*— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — */

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE OPTIONS MEMBER, IDICNF00 

Options  View  Help
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
IBM Fault Analyzer for z/OS and OS/390 V2R1M0 (H26F210)            Row 1 of 18
Command ===> _                                             Scroll ===> CSR
Fault History File : ‘IDI.HIST’

ID     Job/Tran User ID System  Abend Date     Time  Line Cmds
F00043 TRAD STCCICS CICSC001 ASRA 2001/06/20 09:56:04 ?,B,D,I,V
F00042 MYTD  STCCICS CICSC001 ASRA 2001/06/18 10:36:25 ?,D,V
F00041 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0CB 2001/06/15 11:46:10 ?,B,D,I,V
F00040 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0CB 2001/06/15 08:57:48 ?,B,D,I,V
F00038 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0CB 2001/06/14 14:29:29 ?,B,D,I,V
F00037 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0CB 2001/06/14 14:26:46 ?,B,D,I,V
F00036 DAVIN17B DAVIN17 STLADS2C S0C7 2001/06/14 13:31:47 ?,B,D,I,V
F00034 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0CB 2001/06/14 10:23:35 ?,B,D,I,V
F00033 DAVIN17B DAVIN17 STLADS2C S0C7 2001/06/14 09:57:51 ?,B,D,I,V
F00031 DAVIN17C DAVIN17 STLADS2C S0C7 2001/06/14 09:32:14 ?,B,D,I,V
F00021 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0CB 2001/06/12 11:05:32 ?,B,D,I,V
F00020 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0CB 2001/06/12 11:04:19 ?,B,D,I,V
F00018 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0C7 2001/06/08 10:53:21 ?,B,D,I,V
F00015 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0C7 2001/06/08 10:22:58 ?,B,D,I,V
F00011 DAVIN7C DAVIN7  STLADS2C S0C7 2001/06/08 08:05:10 ?,B,D,I,V
F00001 DAVIN6C DAVIN6  STLADS2C S0C7 2001/06/06 13:16:40 ?,B,D,I,V
F00000 EBMR             CICSC001 ASRA 2000/09/07 17:23:06 ?,D,V
F00000 EMBR             CICSC001 ASRA 2000/09/07 17:16:52 ?,D,V

FIGURE 2: FAULT ANALYZER’S PRIMARY DISPLAY, THE FAULT HISTORY FILE 
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These statements are saved in a member
of a PDS/E (or PDS); in other words, your
Options file. You instruct Fault Analyzer to
use these statements by selecting the
Options pull-down and specifying the data
set and member name.

ANALYSIS REPORT

The resulting analysis report (batch or
interactive) contains the following sections:

● synopsis
● point of failure
● events
● system-wide information
● abend job information
● options in effect

Each section contains the detailed infor-
mation you need to identify what caused
the abend.

HOW FAULT ANALYZER CAN
HELP YOU

I have presented some of the key features
and functions of Fault Analyzer to give you
an idea of how the product works. So, how
can Fault Analyzer help you?

● For application programmers, an easy
to use interface helps get the job done
quickly. By having the ability to
perform batch re-analysis using a side
file derived from a compiler listing, you
can display the specific line of code
that experienced the error. This fosters
fast problem resolution and limited
downtime from any production abends.

By gaining a familiarity with the
causes of an application’s abends, you
can make sure that a final check of
your own modifications to legacy
programs includes checking for these
common problems.

● For systems programmers, a program
product that is flexible to configure is a
tremendous boon. By implementing the
user exits that come with the product,
you can offer different solutions to
various problems. For example,
dispatching abends to different
fault history files based on
their environment.

Let’s look at an example of how that flexi-
bility can be implemented.

AN EXAMPLE OF AN
ALTERNATE APPROACH TO
DUMP PROCESSING

In the January 2002 issue of Technical
Support (see “Effective Cross Product
Utilization: A User Story”), I wrote about
the interface I developed to process Change
Man compressed listings and convert them
into DDIO records for use with Compuware’s
Abend-AID.

It requires very little modification to
that dialog to produce side files that can
be used by IBM’s Fault Analyzer to
obtain the source line at which a program
abended. The complete listing for this
JCL is available from the NaSPA Web site
as filename KAHM0302.ZIP. To access,
go to http://www.naspa.com and click
on “Coding Examples from Articles.”
Figure 3 shows the abridged version of
the modified JCL.
Note: The major change between this batch
job and the prior version is that the sequential
file (tsouser.progname.COBOL.LIST) is
now a partitioned data set. Fault Analyzer
requires the complier listing or side file to
be a member of a PDS/E or (PDS).

Let’s review what is going on in this
sample, specifically step JS050. The Fault

Analyzer program, IDILANGX, is invoked.
Among the required parameters is the name
of the program to process. In this case, the
input file (ddname LISTING) is the expanded,
edited version of the Change Man com-
pressed listing. The resulting output file (the
name should match your site’s standards) is
a PDS/E (or PDS) specified by the ddname
SIDEFILE. Note the following two things
about IBM’s utility program:

● There is a specific correlation between
the ddname of the output file and the
one specified in the PARM field.

● A member name must never be
included in either the input or the
output file data set name.

After this batch job completes, you can point
to the data set, Appropriate.IDI.Side.File,
when you invoke Fault Analyzer to conduct
your batch or interactive re-analysis using
the DATASETS option.

CONCLUSION

IBM’s Fault Analyzer lets application
programmers find errors quickly and easily.
It provides them with message and code
descriptions to fully explain the errors that
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//JS030 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01
//SYSPROC DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS9.VENDOR.PROGRAMS.SYSPROC
//ISPPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.ISP.SISPPENU
//ISPMLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.ISP.SISPMENU
//ISPSLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.ISP.SISPSENU
//ISPTLIB DD DISP=(OLD,PASS),DSN=*.JS020.CPYOUT2
// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.ISP.SISPTENU
//ISPTABL DD DUMMY
//ISPLOG DD DUMMY
//ISPPROF DD DISP=(OLD,PASS),DSN=*.JS020.CPYOUT1
//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=D
//SYSPRINT DD DUMMY
//MESSAGES DD SYSOUT=*
//CMNLIST1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD01.CMN.COMPLIST
//CMNLIST2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=tsouser.progname.CMNXPAND.LIST
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
//SYSTSIN DD *
ISPSTART CMD(%CMNDBUG1 progname mode language )
//*
//JS040 EXEC PGM=FILEAID
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=D
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLIST DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSTOTAL DD SYSOUT=*
//DD01 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=tsouser.progname.CMNXPAND.LIST
//DD01O DD DISP=SHR,DSN=tsouser.progname.COBOL.LIST(progname)
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
//*
//JS050 EXEC PGM=IDILANGX,
// PARM=’progname (COBOL ERROR OFT SIDEFILE FAULT’
//LISTING DD DISP=SHR,DSN=tsouser.progname.COBOL.LIST
//SIDEFILE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Appropriate.IDI.Side.File
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=D
//*

FIGURE 3: ABRIDGED BATCH JOB TO PROCESS COMPRESSED
LISTING AND CREATE FAULT ANALYZER SIDE FILE 
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were detected. It gives systems programmers
a tool for retaining application dumps with
the ability to clean up the fault history file
on a regular basis. Fault Analyzer is an
attractive potential alternative to the prod-
ucts provided by other vendors because it
supports core mainframe languages and
runs in a several key environments.

For additional information about Fault
Analyzer, go to www.ibm.com/software/ad/
faultanalyzer/.

NaSPA member Larry Kahm is president of
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Partner located in Fort Lee, N.J., which provides
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Fortune 500 companies. He has 15 years of
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frame productivity tools and advocating their
use. His areas of expertise include application
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software solutions), application development
technical support, ISPF dialog development,
and technical writing. He can be contacted
via email at lkahm@heliotropicsystems.com.
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Where Do Those IBM Redbooks Come From?

At some point in your career, you have probably either seen or used an IBM
Redbook. If you have used one, it undoubtedly helped explain a process or product
so that you could do your job better. Have you ever wondered who writes these
books? Well, at this time last year I was curious. I was on contract conducting
research for a proposal that was to lead to a new project. At one point, I went to
the IBM Redbook Web site (www.redbooks.ibm.com) for some information and
saw a link labeled “Residencies.”

I followed the link and discovered a list of books that were planned for publication,
along with their requirements. One book that was planned was a description of
IBM’s Problem Determination Tools: Fault Analyzer, File Manager and Debug Tool.
I have been an evangelist for better tools for application programmers for several
years and this project interested me.

From my home office, I submitted the online application and waited for a follow-up.
Joe DeCarlo, an International Technical Support Organization (ITSO) project
leader, sent me an email stating I was under consideration for the slot. I wrote
back, emphasizing that, as an IBM business partner and independent consultant,
this project would be good for both of us. Sure enough, several weeks later, Joe
called to say that I had been accepted.

The residency for this book took place at IBM’s Silicon Valley Lab, located just
outside of San Jose, CA. Other books are written at a variety of locations
worldwide. In this case, I worked with another IBMer from Bangalore, India. We
met with IBM project managers, project leaders and developers who briefed us on
the reasons for writing this book.

During the course of the seven-week residency, we worked like crazy! We
learned how to use the three IBM program products, prepared a project plan for
the book’s contents, wrote code for examples, and created the outlines of the chapters.
As the project progressed, we were able to contact other areas within IBM for
support, including developers in Hursley, Great Britain, and Perth, Australia. We
spent the last two weeks on a non-stop writing spree. The project concluded with
a group read-through and an evaluation of each of the book’s chapters.

As an “outsider” (i.e., a non-IBM employee), I was able to learn a tremendous
amount about how IBM program products are developed and marketed. I got to
see first-hand how IBM ensures both the quality of their program products and the
supporting publications. Everyone we worked with on this project was extremely
helpful; after all, they had their product’s interest at heart.

We finished working on the book in early August. Unfortunately, plans for the
book’s publication were delayed following the September 11 tragedies. The book
will be published in the first quarter of 2002. It is titled Introduction to the IBM
Problem Determination Tools, SG24-4624.

So, if you have a skill within a particular area of IBM software or hardware, I
suggest you check out the Residencies link on the IBM Redbook Web site. Perhaps
you, too, can find a way to provide your fellow techies with your insights into
IBM’s products.


